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Abstract—Market based spectrum trading has been extensively
studied to realize efficient spectrum utilization in cognitive radio
networks (CRNs). In this paper, we utilize the concept of insurance in spectrum trading so as to improve spectrum efficiency
in CRNs. We show that by additionally purchasing a specifically
designed insurance contract from a PU, an SU can improve its
utility since it will be insured against the potential accident, i.e.,
transmission failure incurred by excessively low SINR. Therefore
insurance provides SUs more incentive to purchase PUs’ channels
and spectrum utilization in CRNs can be improved. In this
paper, the original spectrum market including multiple PUs and
multiple SUs are modeled as a hybrid market consisting of a
spectrum market and an insurance market. In this hybrid market
PUs serve as spectrum sellers as well as insurers and SUs act
as spectrum buyers as well as insureds. We further model the
hybrid market game as a four-stage Bayesian game between PUs
and SUs. We characterize the second-best Pareto optimal (SBPO)
market allocations and players’ perfect Bayesian equilibrium
(PBE) strategies. Furthermore, through extensive simulation, we
have demonstrated that at the PBE, high risk and low risk SUs
will respectively experience improvement in their utilities for
approximately 23.5% and 4.6%.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cognitive radio (CR) has been regarded as a promising paradigm to tackle the spectrum scarcity and inefficient
spectrum usage in current wireless communication networks.
CRNs are designed based on the notion of dynamic spectrum
sharing where cognitive radio users have the capability to
opportunistically share the radio spectrum.
Among mechanisms for dynamic spectrum sharing, marketdriven spectrum trading is one of the most commonly utilized
frameworks. In [12], Niyato et al. analyzed the spectrum
trading between multiple PUs and SUs. They modeled SUs’
dynamic and evolutionary behavior as an evolutionary game
and the competition among the PUs as a noncooperative game.
In [3], Kim et al. studied the price and quality competitions
of duopoly CRNs. The CRNs were modeled as a duopoly
Wi-Fi 2.0 market in which two wireless service providers
compete for customers and spectra. In [5] and [11], Duan et al.
studied under spectrum supply uncertainty the optimal pricing
and investment of a cognitive mobile virtual network operator
(C-MVNO). In short-term, a C-MVNO can obtain spectrum
opportunities dynamically by sensing and leasing the spectrum
from the spectrum owner. This paper models the spectrum
negotiation between C-MVNO and SUs as a Stackelberg game
and analyze its equilibrium properties. Moreover, the issue
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of competitive pricing in CRNs was studied in [9] in which
Niyato et al. modeled the spectrum trading between PUs and
SUs as a Bertrand game and analyzed its Nash equilibrium.
Moreover, auction based spectrum trading has also been
proved to be an effective framework for dynamic spectrum sharing and literatures abound in the realm of spectrum auction. In [15], Zhou et al. proposed a truthful and
computationally-efficient spectrum auction mechanism, VERITAS. Zhou et al. in [6], proposed TRUST, the first solution enabling truthful double spectrum auctions. In [16],
Jia et al. showed that the primary users’ revenue can be
maximized by introducing a specifically designed spectrum
auction framework. In [10], Gao et al. proposed a multiauctioneer progressive auction framework enhancing spectrum
efficiency in CRNs with multiple PUs and SUs. In [4] and [1],
Gopinathan et al. respectively studied the revenue-maximizing
and strategy-proof auction mechanism to achieve fair and
efficient spectrum allocation. Furthermore, Deek et al. in [2]
proposed Topaz, a truthful online spectrum auction design to
deal with bid and time-based cheating in online auctions.
In addition, only recently, contract-based dynamic spectrum
sharing has also been proved to be a promising mechanism for
spectrum trading. In [8], Gao et al. characterized the incentive
compatible and individually rational contractual forms for SUs
to purchase PUs’ spectra with the quality-price designed for
their own types. Furthermore, in [7], Duan et al. modeled the
CRNs as a labor market and incorporated contract theory to
resolve the problem of cooperative relay between PUs and
SUs. However, all the aforementioned spectrum trading mechanisms fail to consider the incentives for SUs to purchase PUs’
channels in the scenario where SUs face potential transmission failures. Under such circumstances spectrum efficiency
will thus be undermined in that SUs may not have enough
incentives to purchase PUs’ channels.
Therefore, in this paper, we seek to improve spectrum
efficiency in CRNs by incorporating insurance mechanism into
spectrum trading. Insurance theory has been widely studied in
the realm of economy. In [17], Clarke studied the duty of good
faith in the law of designing insurance contracts. Moreover,
Schiller in [18] proposed that a semi-separating equilibrium
may occur in insurance markets where misrepresentation takes
the form of fraudulent claiming. In our framework, both
PUs and SUs possess double identities that is PUs serve as
spectrum sellers as well as insurers and SUs act as spectrum
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buyers as well as insureds. Facing the insurance contracts
offered by PUs, any arbitrary SU determines whether to simply
purchase a channel or meanwhile signs an insurance contract
with the PU to obtain insurance for the potential accident, i.e.,
transmission failure incurred by the excessively low SINR. In
this paper, we model the market game as a four-stage Bayesian
game and characterize the second-best Perato optimal allocations (SBPO) and the perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE).
Spectrum utilization is shown to be improved by introducing
insurance mechanism into spectrum trading and both PUs and
SUs will experience increase in their utilities at the PBE. The
contributions of this paper are demonstrated as follows:
• We show that by utilizing insurance mechanism in spectrum trading spectrum efficiency in CRNs, where SUs
face potential transmission failures, can be improved. Furthermore, we model the market game between PUs and
SUs as a hybrid market and characterize the SBPO market
allocations, the PBE contractual forms and players’ PBE
strategies. Moreover, we derive the conditions for the
existence of the PBE.
• We analyze the information asymmetry between PUs and
SUs about SUs’ risk types and study the effect of PUs’
stochastic risk verification on SUs’ risk type cheating.
• Through extensive simulation, we have demonstrated that
at equilibrium, both high risk and low risk SUs will
respectively experience an improvement in their utilities
for approximately 23.5% and 4.6%.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in Section II,
we introduce the network model, hybrid market structure and
elements of the PBE. In Section III, we characterize the SBPO
market allocations. In Section IV, we derive the conditions for
the existence of the PBE and characterize the PBE contractual
forms and players’ PBE strategies. In Section V, we provide
the numerical and simulation results and in Section VI, we
discuss the conclusions and the future work.
II. N ETWORK M ODEL , H YBRID M ARKET S TRUCTURE
AND PBE E LEMENTS
A. Network Model
We consider a CR network including one primary operator
(PO), multiple PUs and multiple SUs. The PO can be an
access point or a base station. Any SU i is a dedicated
transmitter-receiver pair, Txi -Rxi and we denote the set of SUs
as {Txk -Rxk }|nk=1 . We assume that SU transmitters always
have packets to send to their dedicated receivers. Moreover,
such transmission can be carried out only when an SU has
successfully purchased a channel from a PU. The network
model is demonstrated in Figure 1.
SUs in this network are heterogeneous in terms of their
distances d from the PO. Within any arbitrary time slot, we
use f (d) to denote the p.d.f. of the distance between an SU
and the PO. The specific expression of f (d) is determined by
SUs’ mobility model. For example, if SUs move according
to the restricted mobility model in [14], f (d) is exponentially
decaying. Then, we define the type of an SU in Definition 1.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Network Model: SUs 1 and 2 belong to type-1,
SUs 3, 4 and 5 belong to type-2 and SUs 6 and 7 belong to type-3. Due
to interference from the PO, transmission from SU Txes 1, 2 and 5 to their
RXes fail. PUs 1, 2 and 4 propose insurance contract 1 and PUs 3 proposes
insurance contract 2.

Definition 1. We draw q concentric circles centered at the
PO respectively with radiuses r1 < · · · < rq , and we call SU
i a type-j SU if, in the current time slot, SU i locates in the
(j −1)th (j ≥ 2) annulus, i.e., rj−1 < di < rj and type-1 SU,
if it is within the innermost circular region with rn being the
PO’s maximum interference distance. Hence, the
R rprobability
j
for an SU to be a type-j (j ≥ 2) SU is βj = rj−1
f (x)dx
R rj
and type-1 SU β1 = 0 f (x)dx.
The SINR at SU receiver i with SU transmitter i and SU
receiver i respectively locating at point Xti and Xri is:
γi =

Pi κi ||Xti − Xri ||−α
IPi O + IPi U + σi2

(1)

We assume that the transmission power of SU transmitter
i Pi , the path loss factor Li (Xt , Xr ) = κi ||Xt − Xr ||−α , the
noise variance σi2 and IPi U are approximately identical among
all SUs. Hence, interference is primarily incurred by the PO.
Therefore, the distance between SU i and the PO differentiates
the SUs in that IPi O is determined by di . Furthermore, we
assume that SUs of the same type have approximately the
same SINR at their SU receivers. Furthermore, we assume
that SUs in this network carry out packet-based transmission.
When, for any arbitrary type-j SU, γj falls below a certain
threshold γth , the transmission from the SU transmitter to the
SU receiver will fail because, in this scenario, the particular
SU receiver will be unable to decode the packets transmitted
by its transmitter due to excessively low SINR. Hence, the
accident probability, i.e., the probability of failed transmission
for any arbitrary type-j SU can be denoted as ξj = φ(γj )
satisfying that φ(•) is strictly monotonically decreasing with
range (0, 1). Apparently, we have 0 < ξj < ξj−1 < 1 (j ≥ 2).
In this paper, we consider the scenario with acknowledgement of successful transmission that is if and only if an SU
receiver successfully receives and decodes the packets sent
by its dedicated transmitter, it sends a feedback signal, ACK
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to its transmitter. Thus, based on the presence or absence of
the ACK signal, the particular SU transmitter will be able
to decide whether the current transmission is successful. In
this network, SU transmitters send identical number of packets
denoted by PS in the case of successful transmission.
The primary network consists of m PUs and one PO. We
assume that PUs always have idle spectra to trade with SUs
and the PO serves as the interface of the spectrum trading and
insurance contract signing between PUs and SUs. In this paper,
we assume that the PO possesses the location information of
SUs in the local area and charge c for each consultation of
this information issued by a PU. The analysis of the strategic
behavior of the PO is beyond the scope of this paper. Our
results in this paper can be extended to the scenario of largescale wireless sensor networks as specified in [13].
B. Hybrid Market Structure
The hybrid market consists of a spectrum market and an
insurance market. PUs and SUs in this market have double
identities that is PUs serve as spectrum sellers as well as
insurers and SUs act as spectrum buyers as well as insureds.
Apart from the price of its channels τi , any arbitrary PU i
offers a menu of insurance contracts w.r.t. different types of
SUs i.e., Ci = (C1i , · · · , Cqi ). We assume that all PUs sell
channels at identical price τi = τ, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}. The
channels sold by PUs expire after one time slot and PUs can
resell these channels if they are still idle in the next time slot.
SUs can purchase only one channel and sign one insurance
contract at the beginnging of every time slot. In every time
slot, enlightened by [18], [19] and [20] we model the market
game as a four-stage Bayesian game.
•

•

•

•

Stage I (Insurance contract proposing)
Each PU i accesses the PO and proposes a menu of
insurance contracts C i = (C1i , · · · , Cqi ).
Stage II (Channel purchasing and contract signing)
SUs access the PO to obtain the channel pricing and
insurance contracts information. If an SU decides to sign
an insurance contract, it meanwhile purchases a channel
sold by the same PU. Otherwise, the SU stochastically
purchases a channel from one of the PUs.
Stage III (Data transmission and claim filing)
SUs carry out data transmission from SU transmitters to
SU receivers. If the transmission fails, the SU then files
a claim for indemnity to its insurer through the PO if it
has signed an insurance contract with the PU in stage II.
Stage IV (Auditing and indemnity paying)
When PU i receives a claim for indemnity, it conducts
risk verification of the SU with probability pi ∈ [0, 1]
by consulting the PO the location information of the SU.
The PU can then determine whether this SU has cheated
on its risk types and has selected an insurance contract
designed for other SU types. If no risk type cheating
is established, the PU pays the indemnity to the SU.
Otherwise, it rescinds the contract and pays no indemnity.

In Definition 2, we define the form of insurance contracts.

Definition 2. An insurance contract Cji proposed by PU i
to type-j SUs has the form of Cji = (λij , θji ) in which λij
represents the insurance premium, θji the net payoff in the
case of an accident and therefore the total indemnity λij + θji .
For simplification of analysis, in this paper, we dwell on
the scenario where only two categories of SUs, namely typeh and type-l, respectively denoting SUs with high and low
accident probability, exist in this network. We divide the region
inside the PO interference
 circle into two parts i.e., the inner
circular region, A1 = X|0
 < ||X − XP O || ≤ rth and
the outer annulus, A2 = X|rth ≤ ||X − XP O || ≤ rmax ,
with X denoting the position of any arbitrary point, XP O the
position of the PO, rth the threshold radius and rmax the PO’s
maximum interference distance. Since SUs in region A1 suffer
from higher level of interference from the PO than those in
region A2 , we denote the former type of SUs type-h SUs and
the latter type-l SUs, respectively with accident probability
ξh = φ(γh ) and ξl = φ(γl ) such that 0 < ξl < ξh < 1. The
probability
type-h and type-l are
R R for an SU to
R rbe
R Rrespectively
th
βh =
f
(x)
=
f
(x)dx
and
β
=
l
A1
0
A2 f (x) =
R rmax
f
(x)dx.
Hence,
approximately
we
have
β
+
βl = 1.
h
rth
In this paper, we consider an insurance market with information asymmetry and costly risk verification. SUs have private
knowledge of their risk types that are not available to PUs
unless they carry out risk verification. PUs are charged for c
by the PO for each risk verification. It is necessary for PUs to
verify SUs’ risk levels because in insurance markets one gist
of insurance contract design is to charge more premium for
insureds with higher risk. Hence, type-h SUs have incentive to
misrepresent their risk types and sign the contracts designed
for type-l insureds to pay less insurance premium. For example, when SUs are offered actuarially fair full insurance
contracts i.e., C h = {λh , θh } = {ξh L, L − ξh L} for typeh SUs and C l = {λl , θl } = {ξl L, L − ξl L} for type-l SUs,
with L denoting an SU’s loss incurred by an accident, since
ξl L < ξh L, it is possible that a type-h SU chooses C l . For the
same reason, PUs only carry out risk verification for alleged
type-l claimants. For the costly nature of audition, there is an
inherent trade-off between the avoidance of paying indemnity
with the payment of audition cost. Thus, each PU i audits
stochastically type-l claimant with probability pi ∈ [0, 1].
C. Elements of the four-stage Bayesian game
In this subsection, we define the basic elements of this
four-stage Bayesian game including players’ strategies, beliefs,
utility functions and PBE conditions. In Definitions 3 and 4,
we respectively define players’ strategies and beliefs.

Definition 3. PUs’ strategy profile is defined as C,
 p(·)
with C = (C1 , · · · , Cm ) and p(·) = p1 (·), · · · , pm (·) where
Ci = (Chi , Cli ) is the contract menu proposed by PU i and
pi (C) is its audition probability given contract profile C.
Moreover, the strategy of a type-k
as πk (·) =
 SU is defined
0
0
m
m
i
πkh
(·), πkl
(·), · · · , πkh
(·), πkl
(·) in which πkj
(C) denotes
the probability that given C, a type-k SU signs insurance
contract Cji if i ≥ 1 and signs no insurance contract if i = 0
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Pm
i
i
such that i=0 (πkh
+ πkl
) =1 and k, j ∈ {h, l}. Therefore,
the overall strategy profile is C, p(·), πh (·), πl (·) .
Definition 4. The belief profile is denoted as η(·) =
η1 (·), · · · , ηm (·) in which ηi (C) is the probability in PU
i’s belief that a Cli clamant is in fact type-h given the contract
profile C. Moreover, ηi (C) is calculated through Bayes law:
i
βh ξh πhl
(C)
,
i
βh ξh πhl (C) + (1 − βh )ξl πlli (C)
i
πhl
(C) + πlli (C) > 0, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}

ηi (C) =
s.t.

•

•

(2)
•

In definition 5 and 6, we define players’ utility functions.
Definition 5. (3)-(7) hold for ∀i ∈ {0, · · · , m}.
• The expected utility of an SU that purchases an insurance
contract designed for its own type is:
Rkk (Cki )
=(1 − ξk )r(US − τ −

λik )

+ ξk r(UF − τ +

θki ),

(3)

s.t. k ∈ {h, l}
•

The expected utility of a type-h SU that purchases Cli is:
Rhl (Cli , pi )


=ξh (1 − pi )r(US − τ + θli ) + pi r(UF − τ ) +
(1 − ξh )r(US − τ −

•

The expected utility of a type-l SU that purchases Chi is:
Rlh (Chi )
=(1 − ξl )r(US − τ − λih ) + ξl r(UF − τ + θhi )

•

(4)

λil )

The expected utility of a type-l SU is:

Λl C, πl (·)
m
X

i
=
πlh
(C)Rlh (Chi ) + πlli (C)Rll (Cli )

(5)

•

The expected utility of a type-h SU is:

Λh C, p(·), πh (·)
m 
X
 (7)
i
i
=
πhh
(C)Rhh (Chi ) + πhl
(C)Rhl Cli , pi (C)
i=0

In (3)-(5), US = PS ∆ denotes the successful transmission
reward which we assume is linearly related with PS , the
number of packets received by the SU receiver and UF denotes
the transmission reward in the case of an accident which is
approximately 0. Hence, an SU’s loss incurred by an accident
is L = (US − τ ) − (UF − τ ). Moreover, r(•) satisfies that
r′ (•) > 0 and r′′ (•) < 0 and Ch0 = Cl0 = (0, 0) represent the
case in which the SU remains uninsured.
Definition 6. (8)-(12) hold for ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}.
i
• The expected profit of PU i for contract Ch is:
Ghk (Chi ) = (1 − ξk )λih − ξk θhi , k ∈ {h, l}
•

(8)

PU i’s expected profit for Cli signed by a type-l SU is:
Gll (Cli , pi ) = (1 − ξl )λil − ξl (θli + pi c)

(9)

PU i’s expected utility from an insurance contract is:

Φi C, p(·), πh (·), πl (·)


i
i
=βh πhh
(C)Ghh (Chi ) + πhl
(C)Glh Cli , pi (C) +


i
βl πlh
(C)Ghl (Chi ) + πlli (C)Gll (Cli , pi (C)
(11)
PU i’s expected utility given that it has sold M channels
and N insurance contracts such that M ≥ N is:

Ωi C, p(·), πh (·), πl (·), M, N

(12)
=M τ + N Φi C, p(·), πh (·), πl (·)

The rest of this paper seeks to characterize the equilibrium
of this four-stage Bayesian game. Such an equilibrium is a
perfect Bayesian equilibrium
 formally defined in Definition 7.
Definition 7. E = C∗ , p∗ (·), πh∗ (·), πl∗ (·), ηi∗ (·) is a
perfect Bayesian equilibrium of the four-stage Bayesian game
if it satisfies:


Λh C, p∗ (·), πh (·) ≤ Λh C, p∗ (·), πh∗ (·) , ∀πh (·), C (13)


Λl C, πl (·) ≤ Λl C, πl∗ (·) , ∀πl (·), C
(14)
The following (15)-(17) hold for ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}:


pi (C) ηi∗ (C)θli − c ≤ p∗i (C) ηi∗ (C)θli − c , ∀pi (·), C (15)

Ωi (Ci , C∗−i ), p∗ (·), πh∗ (·), πl∗ (·), M, N

 (16)
≤Ωi C∗ , p∗ (·), πh∗ (·), πl∗ (·), M, N , ∀Ci = (Chi , Cli
ηi∗ (C) =

(6)

i=0

PU i’s expected profit for Cli signed by a type-h SU is:

Glh (Cli , pi ) = (1 − ξh )λil − ξh (1 − pi )θli + pi c (10)

i∗
βh ξh πhl
(C)
,
i∗
βh ξh πhl (C) + (1 − βh )ξl πlli∗ (C)

∀C.

(17)

(13) holds for ∀πh (·) and ∀C conveying that πh∗ (·) is the
optimal contract choice for type-h SUs given PUs’ auditing
strategies p∗ (·). Similarly, holding for ∀πl (·) and ∀C, (14) reveals the optimality of πl∗ (·) among type-l SUs’ contract selection strategies. (15) means for ∀C, p∗i (·) is the optimal audition
strategy for PU i given its belief ηi∗ (C). (16) says given other
∗
∗
∗
PUs’ contract profile C∗−i = (C1∗ , · · · , Ci−1
, Ci+1
, · · · , Cm
),
∗
Ci is the optimal contract offer for PU i and (17) states that
η ∗ (·) can be calculated from πh∗ (·) and πl∗ (·) by Bayesian
law. Hence, the PBE strategy profile C∗ , p∗ (·), πh∗ (·), πl∗ (·)
satisfies sequential rationality given η ∗ (·).
III. C HARACTERIZATION OF S ECOND - BEST PARETO
O PTIMAL (SBPO) A LLOCATIONS
In this section, we characterize the PBE of this four-stage
Bayesian game by
 delving into its SBPO allocations. For any
strategy profile, C, p(·), πh (·), πl (·) , a market allocation is
defined as {C, p, πh , πl } with p = p(C), πh = πh (C) and
πl = πl (C). In this paper, we define Pareto optimality in
second-best sense because of the constraints introduced in C1
later this section. Then, we introduce Lemmas 1 and 2 that
shed light upon several basic properties of the PBE.
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Lemma 1. For PBE E = C∗ , p∗ (·), πh∗ (·), πl∗ (·), ηi∗ (·) ,
i∗
such that πhl
(C) + πlli∗ (C) > 0, ∀C, we have p∗i (C) < 1 and
∗
∗
i∗
pi (C) ηi (C)θli − c = 0. Furthermore, if πhl
(C) = 0 and
i∗
∗
πll (C) > 0, then we have pi (C) = 0.
Proof: Suppose that p∗i (C) = 1, we have
Rhl (Cli , 1)
=ξh r(UF − τ ) + (1 − ξh )r(US − τ −

Λh (C, p, πh )

= max Rhh (Chi ), Rhl (Cli , pi )|∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}

(21)

Λl (C, p, πl )

= max Rlh (Chi ), Rll (Cli )|∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}

(22)

Then in Definition 8, we define SBPO market allocations.
Definition 8. An allocation {C, p, πh , πl } that satisfies
C1 ′ is an SBPO allocation if no other feasible allocation
′
′
′
{C , p , πh , πl } exists satisfying that:

λil )

<ξh r(UF − τ ) + (1 − ξh )r(US − τ )
=Rhh (Ch0 )

′

i∗
πhl

ηi∗ (C)

= 0. Then (17) gives
=0
Hence, we also have
and ηi∗ (C)θli = 0 < c. Therefore, p∗i (C) = 0 according to (15),
which contradicts with the assumption that p∗i (C) = 1. Thus,
p∗i (C) < 1. From (15), we have p∗i (C) ηi∗ (C)θli − c = 0.
i∗
Specifically, for the case that πhl
(C) = 0 and πlli∗ (C) > 0, we
∗
∗
have ηi (C) = 0 and pi (C) = 0 from (15) and (17).
Remarks. Lemma 1 conveys that every PU carries out
stochastic audition at PBE i.e., p∗i (C) < 1. This is somewhat
intuitive because when risk verification is carried out by
PU i with probability 1, type-h SUs will be better off to
remain uninsured or sign insurance contracts other than Cli .
Furthermore, this in turn indicates that audition is unnecessary,
i.e., p∗i (C) = 0. Moreover, audition is conducted with positive
probability only when ηi∗ (C) reaches a threshold θci .
l
Lemma 2. The profit
contract Cli for any
 ∗ of ∗insurance
PU i at PBE E = C , p (·), πh∗ (·), πl∗ (·), η ∗ (·) can be
i∗
represented by SUs’ contract choices πhl
and πlli∗ without
explicitly incorporating PU i’s audition probability p∗i (C).
From Lemma 1, we know that p∗i (C) ηi∗ (C)θli −
 Proof:
∗
c = 0, pi (C) < 1 and PUs are indifferent about whether to
carry out risk verification or not. Hence, we have


i∗
βh πhl
(C)Glh Cli , p∗i (C) + βl πlli∗ Gll Cli , p∗i (C)
i∗
(C)Glh (Cli , 0) + βl πlli∗ Gll (Cli , 0)
=βh πhl
i∗
=βh πhl
(C)G0lh (Cli ) + βl πlli∗ G0ll (Cli )

Therefore, we have proved Lemma 2.
Then, in C1 we introduce the constraints that SBPO allocations have to satisfy in this Bayesian game. Such constraints
include information asymmetry between SUs and PUs about
SUs’ risk types shown in (21) and (22) and no pre-commitment
of PUs’ audition strategies demonstrated in (18) and (19).
Furthermore, (20) requires that the expected profit that PU
i can get by proposing an insurance contract should be no
smaller than ωi , because otherwise PUs will have no incentive
to propose insurance contracts. If an allocation {C, p, πh , πl }
satisfies constraint C1 , we call it a feasible allocation.
C1 : A feasible allocation {C, p, πh , πl } should satisfy the
following constraints for ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m} and ∀C.

i i
i
θl , if pi > 0 (18)
βh ξh πhl
+ (1 − βh )ξl πlli c = βh ξh πhl

i
i
i i
βh ξh πhl + (1 − βh )ξl πll c ≥ βh ξh πhl θl , if pi = 0 (19)
Φi (C, πh , πl )


i
=(1 − βh ) πlh
(C)Ghl (Chi ) + πlli (C)G0ll (Cli ) +

i
i
(C)G0lh (Cli ) ≥ ωi
βh πhh
(C)Ghh (Chi ) + πhl

(20)

′

′

Λk (C , p , πk ) ≥ Λk (C, p, πk ), k ∈ {h, l}

(23)

In the following analysis, we characterize SBPO allocations
by considering a series of constrained optimization problems
from O1 to O3 . Firstly, we consider problem O1 .
O1 (βh , c, ν0 , ω1 , · · · , ωm ):
b b
{C,
p, π
bh , π
bl } = arg max Λl (C, πl ),
b b
s.t. C1 (βh , c, ω1 , · · · , ωm ) and Λh (C,
p, π
bh ) ≥ ν0

(24)

The solution of O1 (βh , c, ν0 , ω1 , · · · , ωm ) sheds light upon
the characterizations of the SBPO allocations of the four-stage
Bayesian game because any SBPO allocation {C, p, πh , πl } is
in fact an optimal solution to O1 (βh , c, ν0 , 0, · · · , 0) satisfying

Pm
i
i
that ν0 = i=1 πhh
(C)Rhh (Chi ) + πhl
(C)Rhl Cli , pi (C) .
To analyze O1 , firstly we study the symmetric variant of O1
i.e., O2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) = O1 (βh , c, ν0 , ω1 , · · · , ωm )|1≤i≤m
ωi =ω0 . In
O2 PUs offer the same contract menu i.e., C = (Cl , Ch )
and audit SUs’ risk types with the same auditing probability.
Moreover, SUs are evenly distributed among PUs. Then, in
Theorems 1-4, we provide our results about the characterizations of the SBPO allocations of this four-stage Bayesian
game. We use {Ċ, ṗ, π̇h , π̇l } to denote the optimal solution for
O2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ). In this paper, we restrict our analysis on the
case where ṗ > 0. Similar conclusions exist when ṗ = 0.
˙ ṗ, π̇h , π̇l } such that ṗ > 0, SUs’ conTheorem 1. For {C,
tract selection strategy satisfies π̇ll = 1, π̇lh = 0, π̇hh = 1−π̇hl
and (25),
π̇hl = B(θ̇l , βh , c) =

(1 − βh )ξl c
∈ (0, 1)
βh ξh (θ̇l − c)

(25)

Proof: We denote the value function of the constrained
maximization problem O2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) as ψ2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 )
and we denote O2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) under scenarios such that
′
ṗ > 0 and ṗ = 0 as O2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) and O2 ′′ (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 )
′
respectively with value function ψ2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) and
′′
ψ2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ). Therefore, we have ψ2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) =
′
′′
max ψ2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ), ψ2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) . If for a feasible
′
allocation Q, π̇ll < 1, there is another feasible allocation Q of
′′
O2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) such that a type-l SU earns higher utility for
′
allocation Q than Q. Then, we consider allocations feasible
in O2 ′′ (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) with no counterparts in Q that makes
type-l SUs better off. Hence, we have π̇ll = 1 and π̇lh = 0.
Since ṗ > 0, (18) holds and by some manipulation we can
arrive at the conclusion (25).
˙ ṗ, π̇h , π̇l } such that ṗ > 0, type-h
Theorem 2. For {C,
SUs’ minimum utility ν0 is less than the utility granted by
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the pooling contract C0 = ξL + ω0 , (1 − ξ)L − ω0 , with
ξ = βh ξh + (1 − βh )ξl and ν 0 = r(US − ξ − ω0 ), that is
Rhh (C˙h ) = Rhl (C˙l , ṗ) = ν0 < ν 0

(26)

Proof: Since Theorem 1 reveals that C˙l is better off for
type-l SU than C˙h , then we have (27),
Rll (C˙l ) ≥ Rlh (C˙h )

(27)

Since, π̇ll < 1 and π̇hl > 0, we have (28),
Rhl (C˙l ) = Rhl (C˙l , 0) > Rhh (C˙h )
′

(28)

Moreover, without loss of generality, we also assume (29),
Rhh (C˙h ) ≥ ν0

(29)

Suppose that ν0 ≥ ν 0 , we have π̇hh Rhh (C˙h )+π̇hl G0lh (C˙l )
(ξ − ξh )L + ω0 . From (20), we have G0ll (C˙l ) > (ξ − ξl )L

<
+
ω0 and Rll (C˙l ) < ν 0 < Rhl (C˙l , 0). Then we construct an
1
1
1
allocation Q1 = {Ch1 , Cl1 , p1 , πhh
, πhl
, πlh
, πll1 } with p1 = 0,
′
′
1
1
1
πhh
= 1, πhl
= 0, πlh
= 0, πll1 = 1, and (Ch1 , Cl1 ) = (Ch , Cl ).
′
′
′
′
On one hand contract Cl satisfies λl + θl = L and Rll (Cl ) =
′
′
Rll (C˙l ) which reveals that G0ll (Cl ) > G0ll (C˙l ) and Rhl (C˙l ) >
′
′
′
′
Rhl (Cl ). On the other hand, contract Ch satisfies that Ch = C˙h
′
when π̇hh > 0 and Ghh (C˙h ) ≤ G0lh (C˙l ) and Ch = C˙l when
′
′
′
π̇hh = 0. Therefore, we have Rll (Cl ) ≥ Rll (Ch ), Rhh (Ch ) >
′
′
′
Rhl (Cl ) and Rhh (Ch ) > ν0 . Then from (20), we have:
′

′

βh Ghh (Ch ) + (1 − βh )G0ll (Cl )

>βh π̇hh Ghh (C˙h ) + π̇hl G0lh (C˙l ) + βl G0ll (C˙l )
=ω0

Therefore, we can deduce that allocation Q1 is dominated in
′
O2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) because Q1 is feasible in O2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 )
with PUs’ expected profit larger than ω0 and insureds’ ex′
pected utility satisfying Rll (Cl ) = Rll (C˙l ). Hence, we have
a contradiction and in fact ν0 < ν 0 . Also, from (21) we can
arrive at the conclusion that Rhh (C˙h ) = Rhl (C˙l , ṗ) = ν0 .
Remarks. Theorem 1 conveys that at the optimal solution to
O2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) when ṗ > 0, type-h SUs randomize between
contract C˙l and C˙h and selects C˙l with probability B(θ̇l , βh , c).
Moreover, the fact that ν0 < ν 0 reveals that audition is an
effective way to stem type-h SUs from choosing contract C˙l
because as indicated by Theorem 2, type-h SUs’ minimum
utility ν0 is less than that granted by the pooling contract.
˙ ṗ, π̇h , π̇l } such that ṗ > 0, contract
Proposition 1. For {C,
C˙l satisfies (30),
C˙l = arg max Rll (Cl ), s.t.
Cl



βh B(θ̇l , βh , c) G0lh (C˙l ) − Ghh (C˙h ) + Ghh (C˙h ) + (30)
(1 − βh )G0ll (C˙l ) ≥ ω0

Proof: From Theorem 1, we get π̇ll = 1, π̇lh = 0 and
(25). We get (30) by substituting π̇ll , π̇lh and π̇hl in (20).
Next, we further characterize the optimal solution of
0 =0
O3 (βh , c, R̄hh , 0) = O2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 )|ω
, which is also a
ν0 =R̄hh
crucial step towards the characterization of O1 . R̄hh denotes a

type-h SU’s utility if it signs an actuarially fair full insurance
contract C¯h i.e., R̄hh = Rhh (C¯h ). Then we have Theorem 3
characterizing the optimal solution to O3 .
Theorem 3. There exist threshold values for PUs’ audition
cost c∗ (0 < c∗ < ∞) and the probability that an SUs falls
into the category of type-h SU βh∗ (0 < βh∗ < 1), such that
¨ p̈, π̈h , π̈l } satisfies,
the optimal solution for O3 , {C,
∗
∗
• When c < c < ∞ and βh < βh < 1,
¯
C¨ = (C¯h , Cl ), π̈hh = π̈ll = 1 and π̈hl = π̈lh = 0.
∗
• When q(βh ) ≤ c < ∞ and 0 < βh < βh ,
λ̈h + θ̈h = L, λ̈l + θ̈l < L, π̈hh = π̈ll = 1 and π̈hl =
π̈lh = 0.
∗
∗
• When 0 < c ≤ c and βh ≤ βh < 1 or 0 < c ≤ q(βh )
and 0 < βh < βh∗ ,
′
C¨ = (C¯h , C˙l ), π̈hl = B(θ̈l , βh , c), π̈hh = 1 − π̈hl , π̈ll = 1
and π̈lh = 0.
 ′
′
′
where C¯l = ξl L , (1 − ξl )L (0 < L < L), curve c =
′
q(βh ) (0 < βh ≤ βh∗ ) is shown in Figure 2 and C˙l satisfies:
′
C˙l = arg max Rll (Cl ), s.t.

Cl

′
βh B(θ̇l′ , βh , c)G0lh (C˙l )

+ (1 − βh )G0ll (C˙l ) ≥ 0.
′

(31)

Proof: By substituting C h = {ξh L, L − ξhL} into (8), we
have Ghh (C h ) = 0. Together with ω0 = 0, we get condition
(31). Then, we denote the value function of O3 (βh , c, R̄hh , 0)
0 =0
as ψ3 (βh , c, R̄hh , 0) = ψ2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 )|ω
.
ν0 =R̄hh
If p̈ = 0, Rll (C¨l ) is contingent merely on the value of βh and
thus, in this scenario, we can denote that k(βh ) = Rll (C¨l ). According to the Rothschild-Stiglitz (RS) model [20], a threshold
value βh∗ (0 < βh∗ < 1) exists satisfying that k(βh ) > Rll (C¯l )
and k ′ (βh ) < 0 for 0 ≤ βh < βh∗ and k(βh ) = Rll (C¯l ) for
′
βh∗ ≤ βh < 1. Since C˙l depends only on cost c, we can denote
′
that t(c) = Rll (C˙l ) such that t′ (c) < 0. According to the RS
model in [20], a threshold value c∗ (0 < c∗ < ∞) exists such
that t(c) > Rll (C¯l ) if and only if when 0 < c < c∗ . Based on
the aforementioned properties of k(βh ) and t(c), we have:
∗
∗
• When c < c < ∞ and βh < βh < 1,
′
ψ3 (βh , c, R̄hh , 0) = k(βh ) = Rll (C¯l ) > Rll (C˙l ).
∗
• When q(βh ) ≤ c < ∞ and 0 < βh < βh ,

′
ψ3 (βh , c, R̄hh , 0) = k(βh ) > max Rll (C˙l ), Rll (C¯l ) .
∗
∗
• When 0 < c ≤ c and βh ≤ βh < 1 or 0 < c ≤ q(βh )
∗
and 0 < βh < βh ,
′
ψ3 (βh , c, R̄hh , 0) = t(c) = Rll (C˙l ) > k(βh ).
Then, together with Theorems 1 and 2, we get Theorem 3
concerning the optimal solution of O3 .
Remarks. In Theorem 3, we characterize the contract forms
and SUs’ strategies at the solution to O3 (βh , c, R̄hh , 0). It
reveals that threshold values c∗ (0 < c∗ < ∞) and βh∗ (0 <
βh∗ <1), together with the function c = q(βh ) divide the area
S = (βh , c)|0 < βh < 1 and 0 < c < ∞ in the c−βh plane
into three regions shown in Figure 2. In region I and II, the
contract forms are specified in the first two items of Theorem
3 and SUs strongly prefer the contacts designed for their own
risk types. Hence, audition is not necessary, i.e., p̈ = 0. When
(βh , c) falls into region III, then for PUs the optimal contracts
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Illustration of c − βh plane: c∗ and βh∗ are threshold values.

′
are in the form of C¨ = (C¯h , C˙l ) and audition is conducted
with probability p̈ > 0. In this case, type-l SUs also strongly
prefer the contacts designed for type-l SUs, whereas type-h
′
SUs select C˙l with probability π̈hl = B(θ̈l , βh , c).
After we propose Theorems 1-3, we can characterize the
optimal solution to O1 (βh , c, ν0 , ω1 , · · · , ωm ) defined in (24).
Specifically, we consider the scenario where PUs obtain nonnegative profit that is we consider O1 (βh , c, ν0 , 0, · · · , 0).
Theorem 4. The optimal solution to O1 (βh , c, ν0 , 0, · · · , 0)
coincides with the optimal solution to O2 (βh , c, ν0 , 0) characterized in Theorems 1-3, that is for ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}, we
π̇
i
have Cbi = C˙i , pbi = ṗi , π
bjk
= mjk , j, k ∈ {h, l} under the
condition that ν0′ 6= R̄hh where ν0′ denotes type-h insureds’
expected utility i.e., ν0′ = Λh (C, p, πh ).
Proof: The proof of Theorem 4 is in the appendix.

IV. C HARACTERIZATION OF P ERFECT BAYESIAN
E QUILIBRIUM OF THE F OUR - STAGE BAYESIAN GAME
In this section, we characterize the equilibrium of the fourstage Bayesian game and restrict our analysis to equilibrium
allocations that are SBPO. A contradiction with the definition
of equilibrium will occur if a non-SBPO allocation is an
equilibrium allocation because any deviant PU k will then
be able to offer a contract menu Ck = (Chk , Clk ) such that this
offer is better off to all SUs and PU k makes positive profit.
We denote Λeh and Λel as the equilibrium expected utility
for type-h and type-l SUs. In C2 and C3 , we introduce two
additional constraints
 incorporated in the following analysis.
C2 : A PBE E = C∗ , p∗ (·), πh∗ (·), πl∗ (·), η ∗ (·) satisfies C2
if for the continuation sub-game after PUs propose the contract
profile C∗ , {p∗ , πh∗ , πl∗ } is a trembling hand perfect Bayesian
equilibrium introduced
 by Selten in [21].
C3 : A PBE E = C∗ , p∗ (·), πh∗ (·), πl∗ (·), ηi∗ (·) satisfies C3
if πl∗ (C) = πl∗ (C′ ) such that contract profile C and C′ differs
only in the contracts strictly dominated for type-l SUs.
Then we have Lemma 3 to characterize basic properties of
PBE that satisfies constraint C2 .
Lemma 3. We have p∗i 
= 0 for ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m} such that
θli∗ = c at any PBE E = C∗ , p∗ (·), πh∗ (·), πl∗ (·), ηi∗ (·) that
satisfies C2 .
Proof: We denote Π as the continuation subgame after
the proposal of C∗ and {p∗ , πh∗ , πl∗ } is a perfect Bayesian

equilibrium of Π that satisfies C2 . We consider a sequence of
perturbed continuation subgames {Πεn }|∞
n=1 which converges
to Π and the associated PBE {pn , πhn , πln , ηin } satisfying
that {pn , πhn , πln } converges to {p∗ , πh∗ , πl∗ }. Then, from
i
β ξh πhln
Bayes law, we have: ηni = βh ξh πi h+(1−β
∈ (0, 1), ∀n.
i
h )ξl πlln
hln
Maximizing pi (ηni θli∗ − c) w.r.t. pi ∈ [εn , 1 − εn ] means that
if θli∗ = c, ∀n, we have pin = εn . Therefore, the fact that
lim εn = 0 reveals that pi = lim pin = 0.
n→∞
n→∞
Remarks. Lemma 3 reveals that under constraint C2 , the
decrease in the audition probability of PU i is not able to serve
as a threat to deter an deviant PU to attract type-h SUs. Thus
any PBE allocation falls into the category of SBPO allocation,
which is formally proved in Lemma 4.
Lemma 4. Any PBE allocation satisfying C2 is SBPO and
an optimal solution to O1 (βh , c,Λeh , 0, · · · , 0) with Λeh ≤ R̄hh .
Proof: Assume that E = C∗ , p∗ (·), πh∗ (·), πl∗ (·), ηi∗ (·)
is a PBE and its allocation {C∗ , p∗ , πh∗ , πl∗ } satisfies C2 .
{C∗ , p∗ , πh∗ , πl∗ } is feasible in O1 (βh , c, Λeh , Ωej , · · · , Ωej ) with
Ωei denoting the equilibrium expected revenue of PU i, for
∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m}. Since Ωei ≥ 0, we have {C∗ , p∗ , πh∗ , πl∗ } is
also feasible in O1 (βh , c, Λeh , 0, · · · , 0).
Then we also prove this lemma by contradiction. We assume
that this allocation does not optimize O1 (βh , c, Λeh , 0, · · · , 0).
We consider a deviation made by PU j from Cj∗ to Cj . We
denote Ωj as PU j’s profit of the continuation equilibrium
after its deviation. Hence, Ωj and Ωej satisfies (15) that is
′
Ωj < Ωej . In the scenario where Rhl (Clj ) < Rhh (Chj ), we
∗
have πhh
(Cj , C∗−j ) = πll∗ (Cj , C∗−j ) = 1 and p∗j (Cj , C∗−j ) = 0.
Hence, Ωj ≥ Ωej which contradicts with Ωj < Ωej . Also similar
′
results hold in the case that Rhl (Clj ) ≥ Rhh (Chj ).
After Lemmas 3 and 4, we are ready to characterize the
PBE of this four-stage Bayesian game satisfying C2 and C3 . In
Theorem 5, we propose the necessary and sufficient conditions
for PBE to exist in this four-stage Bayesian game.
Theorem 5. Under C2 and C3 only two types of PBE exist:
∗
∗
• If and only if 0 < c ≤ c and βh ≤ βh < 1 or 0 < c ≤
k(βh ) and 0 < βh < βh∗ ,
PBE E1 exists at which PUs propose contract menu
′
Ci∗ = (C˙l , C¯h ), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m} and carry out audition
′
with positive probability. Type-l SUs strongly prefer C˙l
′
whereas type-h SUs randomize between C˙l and C¯h .
∗
∗
• If and only if βh < βh < 1 and c < c < ∞,
PBE E2 exists where PUs propose contract menu Ci∗ =
(C¯l , C¯h ), ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m} and SUs only select contracts
designed for their own risk types. Thus, audition is not
necessary, i.e., p∗i = 0.
Proof: The proof of Theorem 5 is in the appendix.
V. N UMERICAL

AND

S IMULATION R ESULTS

In this section, we provide our numerical and simulation
results. We demonstrate the existence of PBE E1 and E2 in
Figures 3 and 4. Moreover, in Figure 5, we demonstrate the
comparison of the utility of an SU with and without insurance.
Without loss of generality we set the simulation parameters as
follows: US = 60, UF = 2, τ = 1, ξh = 0.7 and ξl = 0.3.
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In Figure 3, the horizontal axis represents the statedependent wealth of an SU when an accident does not occur to
it and the vertical axis is the state-dependent wealth of an SU
when an accident happens to this particular SU. Point A(59, 1)
represents the combination of the state-dependent wealth of
an SU when it does not purchase any insurance contract. The
dashed line AC and AB respectively represents the fair odds
line of a type-h SU and a type-l SU. For a type-j SU, its fair
ξ −1
odds line goes through point A(59, 1) with slope jξj , j ∈
{l, h}. We notice that for type-h SU one of its indifference
curves is tangent to its fair-odds line at point C(18.4, 18.4)
which is the intersection of line AC and the bisector of 1st
quadrant. Thus, we have that at PBE E1 the contract designed
for type-h SU is C h = {40.6, 17.4} = {ξh L, L − ξh L}. From
(28) and (30), we can calculate that contract Cl = (λl , θl )
0.21θl2
breaks even when λl = 0.49θl −0.4c
. Next, we set c = 10 and

0

Type−h SU PBE1

Type−l SU PBE1

Type−h SU PBE2

Type−l SU PBE2

Fig. 5. Comparison of an SU’s utility with and
without insurance.

to purchase insurance contracts at both PBEs.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS

AND

F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we utilize insurance theory in spectrum trading
in CRNs and model the market game as a four-stage Bayesian
game. We show that at PBE, both PUs and SUs will experience
increase in their utilities. This indicates by signing insurance
contracts, SUs will have more incentives to buy the channels
and PUs can make non-negative profit from every contract it
offers. Thus, spectrum utilization in CRNs can be improved. In
future work, we aim to analyze the scenario where more than
two types of SUs exist and analyze the related equilibrium. We
aim also to study the case where channels are heterogeneously
priced by PUs and study the effects of different channel pricing
strategies on the forms of the insurance contracts.
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0.21(y−1)
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dashed blue curve. As in Figure 3, we can find an indifference
curve for type-l SU tangent to the ancillary curve at point
D(37.41, 41.13). At PBE E1 , the insurance contract designed
′
for type-l SUs is C˙l = (21.59, 40.13). Therefore, we have
shown the existence of PBE E1 in Figure 3.
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curve in Figure 3. Since line AE, the fair odds line of a type-l
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the PBE contracts designed for type-l SUs and type-h SUs are
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A PPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 4
Proof: We denote ψ1 (βh , c, ν0 , 0) as the value function
of O1 (βh , c, ν0 , 0, · · · , 0). Also, we denote ψe2 (βh , c, ν0 , 0) as
the value function of O2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) with ω0 = 0 and (20)
is changed from inequality to equality. We denote βhi as the
fraction of type-h SUs among SUs that buy PU i’s insurance.
′
• When ν0 > R̄hh
b b
From (20) and condition Λh (C,
p, π
bh ) ≥ ν0 in (24), we
have βi < 1. From the definitions of ψ2 and ψe2 , we get
ψe2 (βhi , c, ν0′ , 0) ≥ ψ1 (βh , c, ν0 , 0) ≥ ψe2 (βhi , c, ν0 , 0)

0
Since ψe2 decreases if and only if ν0 < Rhh
= Rhh (0, 0)
′
i
and ν0 > R̄hh , we have βh ≤ βh . We denote that Ni =
i
i
i
π
bhh
+b
πhl
+b
πlh
+b
πlli which is the proportion of P
SUs buying
m
i
contracts
from
PU
i.
Hence,
we
have
β
=
h
i=0 βh Ni
Pm
i
and i=0 Ni = 1. We get the conclusion that βh = βh .
′
• When ν0 < R̄hh
We can get similar results using similar analysis as before.
Thus, in the case where ν0′ 6= R̄hh , we have βhi = βh and
i
ψ1 (βh , c, ν0 , 0) = ψ2 (βh , c, ν0 , 0) = π
blh
Rll (Cbhi ) + π
blli Rll (Cbli )

Therefore, for ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , m} such that Ni > 0,
i
i
i
{Cbi , pbi , π
bhh
,π
bhl
,π
blli , π
blh
} is feasible in O2 (βh , c, ν0 , 0) and it
reveals that the optimal solution to O1 (βh , c, ν0 , 0, · · · , 0) does
coincide with the one to O2 (βh , c, ν0 , 0) when ν0′ 6= R̄hh .
B. Proof of Theorem 5

Proof: Suppose νb0 = ν0 |ψ2 (βh , c, ν0 , ω0 ) ≥ Rll (Cl0 ) .
0
If Rhh
≤ ν0 < νb0 , we have ψ1 (βh , c, ν0 , 0) = ψ2 (βh , c, ν0 , 0).
Hence, ψ1 (βh , c, ν0 , 0) > Rll (Cl0 ). Then, we conclude that if
0
Rhh
≤ ν0 < νb0 , each SU signs an insurance contract at the
optimal solution to O1 (βh , c, ν0 , 0). From Lemma 4, we have
Λeh ≤ R̄hh . Under C3 , we have Λeh = R̄hh . We get at PBE that
satisfies C2 and C3 , each SU purchases an insurance contract.
We prove the first case of Theorem 5. Since we consider
PBE under C2 , Lemmas 3 and 4 reveal ψ3 (βh , c, R̄hh , 0) =
Rll (C˙l′ ) is a necessary condition for PBE E1 to exist. We seek
to prove it is also a sufficient condition. Hence, we assume
ψ3 (βh , c, R̄hh , 0) = Rll (C˙l′ ) and {C∗ , p∗ , πh∗ , πl∗ } is the PBE
allocation characterized in this case. We consider the case
where PU i deviates from C∗ by offering Ci = (Chi , Cli ) instead
of Ci∗ = (Chi∗ , Cli∗ ). In the continuation subgame after the proposal of (Ci , C∗−i ) 6= C∗ , p = p∗ (Ci , C∗−i ), πh = πh∗ (Ci , C∗−i ),
πl = πl∗ (Ci , C∗−i ) and ηi = ηi∗ (Ci , C∗−i ) can be chosen such
that (13)-(15) and (17) hold. Then we have to prove that (16)
also holds. We denote the expected profit of PU i obtained
from an insurance contract after the proposal of (Ci , C∗−i)
as Ω′i = Ω′i (Ci , C∗−i ), p∗ (Ci , C∗−i ), πh∗ (Ci , C∗−i ), πl∗ (Ci , C∗−i )
and we assume Ωei = 0, so (17) can be written as Ω′i ≤ 0.
′
i
i
• When max Rll (Cl ), Rlh (Ch ) ≤ Rll (Cl )
We can construct the continuation equilibrium such that
i
πlh
+ πlli = 0 which reveals that Ω′i ≤ 0.
′
i
i
• When max Rll (Cl ), Rlh (Ch ) > Rll (C˙l )
i
i
We can choose πlh
and πlli suchthat πlh
+ πlli = 1 and
i
i
i
i
i
πlh Rlh (Ch ) + πll Rll (Cl ) = max Rll (Cl ), Rlh (Chi ) .
i
If πlh
Rlh (Chi )+πlli Rll (Cli ) < 0, we have Ω′i < 0. Otherwise,
we consider two cases: Rhh (Chi ) ≥ R̄hh and Rhh (Chi ) < R̄hh .
i
• When Rhh (Ch ) ≥ R̄hh
We construct the continuation equilibrium after (Ci , C∗−i )
′
is proposed. Additionally, if Rhl (Cli ) > Rhh (Chi ), θli > c
i
i
and B(θl , βh , c)πll ≤ 1, we can choose pi ∈ (0, 1) such
i
that Rhh (Chi ) = Rhl (Cli , pi ), πhl
= B(θli , βh , c)πlli and
i
i
i
πhh = 1 − πhl . Otherwise, we choose pi = 0 and πlh
i
i
i
i
i
and πll such that πlh+ πll = 1 and πhh Rhh (Ch ) +
′
′
i
πhl
Rhl (Cli ) = max Rhh (Chi ), Rhl (Cli ) . Hence, the
strategies we have just constructed satisfies (13)-(15)
and (17) i.e., it is a continuation equilibrium. Moreover,
i
i
i
the allocation Q2 = {Ch , Cl , pi , πhh
, πhl
, πlh
, πlli } satisfies (18), (19), (21) and (22). If (20) is also satisfied,
we have
that Q2 is feasible in ψ3 (βh , c, R̄hh , 0) and

′
max Rll (Cli ), Rlh (Chi ) ≤ ψ3 (βh , c, R̄hh , 0) = Rll (Cl ).
′
Therefore, we arrive at a contradiction and Ωi < 0.
i
• When Rhh (Ch ) < R̄hh
Similar methods can be used to tackle this case.
Thus, we have finished the proof of the first item of Theorem
5. Its the second item can be proved in similar manner as
before. Hence, we get the conclusions in Theorem 5.
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